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INTRODUCTION

Time-resolved methods (1) are useful tools for studying systems with
strong correlations among charge, spin, and lattice degrees of freedom
because they allow temporal separation of the many-body interactions.
However, most of the experimental techniques, time- and angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy (tr-ARPES) and pump-probe optical spectroscopy, are primarily sensitive to the electronic density of states and
provide only indirect information about the lattice dynamics. Questions
about how exactly the energy, transferred to the lattice, redistributes
within the subsystem and on what time scales often cannot be answered
with the use of the above methods.
The high-Tc cuprate superconductors are among the strongly correlated systems whose nonequilibrium lattice dynamics attract scientific
attention due to their potential involvement in the pairing mechanism
(2), pseudogap formation (3) and its role in relaxation of photoexcited
carriers (4), and the photoinduced superconducting state (5). Recent
investigations of high-Tc cuprate superconductors by tr-ARPES (4, 6–8),
pump-probe reflectivity (9), and optical spectroscopy (10) show that
the excited carrier dynamics display three distinct time scales (20 fs,
100 fs, and 1 to 2 ps) attributed to electron interaction with bosonic modes
of electronic origin (10, 11), to strong selective or preferential coupling to
a limited subset of optical phonon branches (4, 7), and to the rest of the
available lattice vibrations, respectively. However, this model has not
been confirmed by direct lattice measurements nor have the relevant
phonon branches been unambiguously identified. The knowledge of
the thermalization pathway within the lattice in the case when the initial
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energy is transferred to a limited number of phonon branches could
provide a base for a model that relates the nonequilibrium dynamics to
the material properties, such as the electron-phonon coupling strength.
Few direct lattice-sensitive experiments have been performed on the
cuprates, and their results are rather controversial. A previous ultrafast
electron microscopy (UEM) experiment on Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+d (Bi-2212)
determined (12, 13) the time scale of electrons coupling to the out-ofplane lattice vibrations to be several picoseconds, which is considerably
longer than the initial steps of electronic relaxation. Another phononsensitive technique, wideband terahertz spectroscopy, has demonstrated (14) population growth of the out-of-plane lattice vibrations
in YBa2Cu3O7-d (YBCO) involving the apical O ion within 150 fs—a
time scale comparable to quasi-particle formation simultaneously registered in the ab plane. The a axis dynamics in La2-xSrxCuO4 (LSCO)
observed with time-resolved x-ray diffraction (15) correspond to a
coupling constant 40 times smaller than that extracted for Bi-2212 from
tr-ARPES (4) while applying the same model. However, there has been
no direct imaging of the Bi-2212 in-plane lattice response to a femtosecond
laser excitation so far, although it would greatly broaden the understanding of electron-phonon interaction in the cuprates, and it would be particularly useful here because most of tr-ARPES experiments were
performed on this compound.
Here, we directly connect the electron dynamics to that of the lattice
in optimally doped Bi-2212 through combined megaelectron volt ultrafast electron diffraction (MeV-UED) and tr-ARPES. By comparing
the time scale of the electronic energy dissipation after a femtosecond
laser pulse with the time scale of the lattice response from taking up
this energy, these complementary experiments are used to verify that
electron-lattice coupling is indeed the channel responsible for electronic
cooling. We unequivocally determine the optical phonons involved in
the fast electron energy dissipation and further demonstrate that these
phonons subsequently couple to other atomic vibrations, both optical
and acoustic, creating a nonthermal phonon distribution that continues
to evolve for more than 10 ps after the photoexcitation. In so doing, we
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The interplay between the electronic and lattice degrees of freedom in nonequilibrium states of strongly
correlated systems has been debated for decades. Although progress has been made in establishing a hierarchy
of electronic interactions with the use of time-resolved techniques, the role of the phonons often remains in
dispute, a situation highlighting the need for tools that directly probe the lattice. We present the first combined
megaelectron volt ultrafast electron diffraction and time- and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy study
of optimally doped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+d. Quantitative analysis of the lattice and electron subsystems’ dynamics provides
a unified picture of nonequilibrium electron-phonon interactions in the cuprates beyond the N-temperature model.
The work provides new insights on the specific phonon branches involved in the nonequilibrium heat dissipation
from the high-energy Cu–O bond stretching “hot” phonons to the lowest-energy acoustic phonons with correlated
atomic motion along the <110> crystal directions and their characteristic time scales. It reveals a highly nonthermal
phonon population during the first several picoseconds after the photoexcitation. The approach, taking advantage
of the distinct nature of electrons and photons as probes, is applicable for studying energy relaxation in other
strongly correlated electron systems.
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have defined the relaxation path from nonequilibrium to the ground
state in the cuprates, an extensively studied but still not well-understood
strongly correlated system.

RESULTS

A

Experimental observations
The Bi-2212 crystal structure (see Materials and Methods) exhibits an
incommensurate lattice modulation that gives rise to satellite peaks and
peaks forbidden by the b-centered symmetry of the average crystal
structure as seen in Fig. 1C. We will refer to all the peaks related to
the incommensurate modulation as superlattice (SL) peaks. Because the
Bragg and SL peaks represent different lattice orders, their response
to displacements of individual atoms differs. The mechanism of the
modulation formation makes SL peaks in the probed [001] plane
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the MeV-UED and tr-ARPES techniques. Schematic of UED (A) and tr-ARPES (B) experiments. (C) Diffraction pattern of the Bi-2212 sample
taken by MeV-UED. The inset shows the profile of (040) peak with central Bragg peak (blue) and satellite SL peaks (red). (D) Time-resolved dynamics of electron and
phonon systems. Blue (nodal) and red (off-nodal) circles show changes of electron spectral weight obtained by tr-ARPES in different parts of the Brillouin zone. Changes
of diffraction peak intensities in the MeV-UED experiment are shown by green (Bragg) and purple (SL) circles. All changes are normalized by the values before the
excitation. Solid lines are fits described in Materials and Methods. Dashed lines indicate the arrival of the pump pulse (zero delay) and the turning point in electron and
lattice dynamics. The inset shows equilibrium of the Fermi surface. Regions where data were taken are circled. Dotted lines show the underlying tight binding and Yang-RiceZhang Fermi surfaces for optimal doping. The intensity of the electron spectra within the measured regions is color-coded. The solid line is the antiferromagnetic zone
boundary. MeV-UED data are taken at 30 K, and tr-ARPES data are taken at 125 K.
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Experimental approach
The initial electron diffraction work was carried out at the 2.8-MeV
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) UED facility (16, 17), and most
of the experiments reported here were performed on the 4.0-MeV-UED
setup at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Laboratory. The principle of
MeV-UED operation is described elsewhere (18) and is depicted in
Fig. 1A. A 100-fs laser pulse with a photon energy of 1.55 eV and a fluence of 2.0 to 10.7 mJ/cm2, sufficient to produce a photoinduced change
with an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio in pump-probe detection, is
used to excite the sample, followed by a probe electron pulse arriving
at the sample after a controlled delay. The laser and electron beams
are collinear and directed along the crystal c axis. Experiments are done
at different sample temperatures as indicated. The 100-fs resolution
of our MeV-UED setup for the first time allows monitoring of the
subpicosecond lattice response to electron relaxation in Bi-2212. The
advantage of an electron probe is its ability to yield information about
phonon modes residing within the low-energy Drude part of the electron spectrum. These modes are hard to detect with terahertz spectroscopy because of the dominance of the electronic signal in this energy

range. Megaelectron volt electron diffraction, in particular, can access
high-order reflections that are more sensitive to atomic displacements
than the low-order reflections usually observed with kilo–electron volt
electrons. Simultaneous observation of multiple Brillouin zones and the
wide dynamical range of intensities provided by the MeV-UED setup
allows for the time- and momentum-resolved study of the phonon population and thus the identification of the time scales for various phonon
energy scales—information that has not been obtained for the cuprates
so far with other techniques.
A detailed experimental description of the tr-ARPES experiment
(Fig. 1B) can be found elsewhere (19). Here, we performed 1.55-eV
photoexcitation of optimally doped Bi-2212 in the normal state with
incident laser fluence between 250 and 640 mJ/cm2. The upper limit
of the fluence is carefully chosen to avoid multiphoton photoemission
and residual steady-state heating from the pump laser.
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copy measurements (9–11, 20) for various cuprate systems, suggesting
that these experiments observe the same process. Whereas other works
refer to electron and lattice temperatures, we refrain from that concept.
The electronic system remains (4) far from equilibrium for several
hundred femtoseconds after the pump pulse, and, as such, the electron temperature cannot be strictly defined. The same is true for the
lattice. Electron-phonon coupling leads to selective population of the
high-energy optical branches (4, 27, 28) not obeying a Bose-Einstein
distribution and therefore compromising the conventional relation
between lattice temperature and atomic displacement measured by
MeV-UED.
Determination of atomic displacements with dynamical
Bloch wave calculations
To verify that the Cu-O in-plane phonons are involved in subpicosecond lattice dynamics, we performed a Bloch wave simulation of the diffraction intensity changes due to various atomic displacements aimed
to match the trend observed in the MeV-UED experiment. We have
chosen two reference time points (Fig. 2, A and B): 0.4 and 12 ps after
photoexcitation. By 0.4 ps, the fast process observed for Bragg peaks has
completed, and by 12 ps, the slower process at 300 K has already
brought the system to quasi-equilibrium because peak intensities reach
stable values. The intensities of the peaks are calculated, on the basis
of Bloch wave dynamical diffraction theory, which has proven to be
extremely valuable in disentangling specific atomic motions in UED
experiments (17).
In the Bloch wave approach, which takes dynamic scattering into
account, the scattering strength of the crystal potential depends on
the structure factor
SFðq; r 1 …r N Þ ¼

N

∑ f mat expðBm q2 Þexpðiq⋅r m Þ

m¼1

ð1Þ

where f at m is the atomic scattering factor (29) of atom m; B m =
−(8p2/3)<xm2> is the Debye-Waller factor, with xm being the atomic
displacement; q is a reciprocal lattice vector; and rm is the atomic position within a unit cell. An increase in phonon population leads to
growth of <xm2> and, consequently, Bm. By calculating the peak intensity
with Eq. 1 and atomic parameters refined from neutron diffraction data
(30) (but using k* = 0.2b* + c* approximation for the modulation
vector), while varying values of Bm, we modeled the impact of different
atomic displacements on Bragg and SL peak intensities. In particular,
the effects of atomic vibrations in the Cu-O plane only and throughout
the whole unit cell are compared.
The initial crystal parameters correspond to an equilibrium state at
300 K. An enhanced population of Cu-O phonons is simulated by an
increase in Bm factors of Cu and the in-plane neighboring O atoms by
0.2 and 0.8 Å2, respectively, accounting for four times atomic mass
difference, whereas the parameters of the other atoms in the unit cell
are kept unchanged. This change reflects a nonthermal population of
the optical phonons in the Cu-O plane. Because the slower time scale
is attributed to population of all vibrational modes, the decrease of
intensity at 12 ps is compared to all-atomic vibrations that are introduced as an isotropic 50% increase of Bm (300 K). The change of
Bm factors by a fraction of the 300 K values instead of a fixed number
imitates the real phonon density in the system at elevated temperature.
Because local equilibrium is reached, the phonon distribution can be
considered almost as thermal at this point. The results of calculations
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specifically sensitive to atomic motion in the Bi-O layers. Figure 1D indeed shows different peak dynamics for Bragg and SL after a pump pulse
at the sample temperature of 30 K in the MeV-UED measurement. The
ph
Bragg peaks experience decay with two distinct time scales:tshort = 0.17 ±
ph
0.05 ps and tlong = 3.8 ± 0.5 ps. The fast time constant is limited by the
temporal resolution of the experimental setup. The SL peak intensity
ph
drop is well described by a single time constant tlong = 4.0 ± 0.2 ps,
similar to the Bragg peaks’ slow (long) component, and is naturally
assumed to be caused by the same process. For each peak type (Bragg
and SL), the time constants of the intensity drops are the same for all
in-plane ([001]) crystal directions and are smaller than that reported
for the c-axis dynamics (13). According to previous work, the fast time
scale (4, 10, 11, 20) is attributed to electrons coupling to the “hot” inplane breathing, out-of-plane buckling, and apical oxygen vibrational modes. Because the geometry of the present experiment makes the
diffraction intensity most sensitive to the atomic motion in the ab plane
(reflections within the first-order Laue zone), we ascribe the fast time
constant to an increase in the in-plane modes’ population. Strong electron coupling to the in-plane Cu–O bond stretching modes in the highTc cuprates was inferred from neutron scattering (21), ARPES (22),
x-ray absorption (23), and Raman (24) experiments. The slow time
scale is attributed to the anharmonic decay of hot phonons and to the
electron coupling to other lattice vibrations.
Whereas UED presents an electron momentum– and electron
energy–averaged picture, tr-ARPES can provide insight into the hot
electron dynamics in different regions of the Brillouin zone. The upper
panel of Fig. 1D shows the dynamics of the energy-integrated hot electron population for nodal and off-nodal directions of the Brillouin zone.
Both directions exhibit two-step dynamics, characterized by telshort and
tellong . The same (within experimental error) 60- to 110-fs short time
constanttelshort is observed for both nodal and off-nodal electrons, meaning
that the energy-integrated relaxation rate is largely independent of momentum direction in the measured region. This is consistent with the
work of Dakovski et al. (25), which has shown that nodal and anti-nodal
excited electron populations decay at the same rate in the normal state.
Consequently, telshort , which corresponds (7) to coupling to bosons in a
narrow energy window around 75 meV, reflects electron energy–
averaged dynamics for all electron momenta, therefore allowing direct
comparison with similar electron momentum– and electron energy–
averaged MeV-UED results. This fast time constant telshort is the same as
ph
tshort within the experimental error despite the difference in pump fluence.
It is thus conceivable, in the absence of any high–excitation density
ph
phenomena, that the phonons populating at tshort observed directly in
MeV-UED are the 75-meV bosonic modes identified in tr-ARPES.
One example of a high–excitation density effect was observed (13, 26)
for La2CuO4+d (another cuprate material) which undergoes a structural phase transition upon photoexcitation above the photodoping fluence threshold and experiences expansion along the c axis. However,
such a transition, which should not (26) affect the ab plane, cannot
play a role in the structural dynamics discussed in the present work. The
photoinduced transition, observed in La2CuO4+d, involves the formation of macroscopic domains and proceeds with the characteristic time
scale of 30 ps, much slower than the processes reported in this work.
Moreover, the dynamics of the Bi-2212 lattice measured with the same
experimental technique under the same excitation condition (13) was
shown to be different from La2CuO4+d and was dominated by the reduction of the peak intensity due to the Debye-Waller factor increase.
The slow electronic time constant tellong, between 0.5 and 1.0 ps, is
comparable to values derived from other time-resolved optical spectros-
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Fig. 2. Role of the Cu-O vibrations and the total phonon bath in peak intensity suppression as a function of wave vector q. Experimental SL (A) and Bragg (B) peak
intensities I at 0.4 ps (blue squares for SL and pink squares for Bragg) and 12 ps (red circles for SL and green circles for Bragg) after photoexcitation, normalized by
values I0 for the unexcited sample, are plotted as functions of q2. Vertical bars represent statistical error, and horizontal bars result from integrating intensities over
several neighboring peaks. The sample base temperature is 300 K, and the laser fluence is 10.7 mJ/cm2. The intensities of SL (C) and Bragg (D) peaks for increased
vibrational amplitude in the Cu-O plane (blue squares for SL and pink squares for Bragg) only and for additional increase of Debye-Waller factors of all atoms by 50%
(red circles for SL and green circles for Bragg) are calculated with Bloch wave approach and normalized by I0 at 300 K parameters. Solid lines present the linear fit for the
data. (E) Schematic motion of atoms for the full-breathing and half-breathing phonon modes.

are shown in Fig. 2 (C and D). Note, that because the unit cell is not
monoatomic and the Debye-Waller factors are increased by a different amount for each atom, in general, discrete values of ln(I/I0) (q)
that deviate from the overall linear trend are expected. Because of the
perfect coherence of the scattering by perfectly arranged atoms
considered, the simulation yields a large dispersion of the data
around the linear fit. In the real situation, the coherence is limited
by beam divergence and the crystal imperfections, including sample
bending and mosaic domains; thus, the variations in diffraction intensities are smeared out during the multiple scattering processes, and a
more linear dependence is observed.
According to the results of the calculations, the increase in Cu and O
Debye-Waller factors accounts for about half of the Bragg intensity
drop produced by all-atomic and Cu-O vibrations combined and leads
to a negligible change in SL peaks, which have strong responses to the
all-atomic displacements as expected from the modulation origin. The
results resemble the trend observed in the experiment, confirming that
the fast drop in the Bragg peak intensity is the outcome of increased Cu
and O in-plane displacements. Slopes of the linear fit to the data shown
on the graph match the experimental observations and the calculations
within an error of the order 15 to 55% for the calculations and 14 to 17%
for the experimental data. We conclude that the MeV-UED observations are consistent with the assumption of the fast electron energy
relaxation being due to electrons coupling to the hot Cu-O phonons
such as the full-breathing and half-breathing modes (shown in Fig. 2E),
which were demonstrated (21, 24, 31, 32) to strongly interact with
electronic excitations, and the slow process involving other atomic vibrations, primarily in the Bi-O and Sr-O planes. Thus, the difference
ph
ph
between tshort and tlong reflects the rate of the energy transfer between
the crystal layers.
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Temperature and laser fluence dependence of electron and
lattice dynamics
The role of electron-phonon coupling and anharmonic phonon decay
in the population of the lower-energy phonon branches after the buildup
of the hot phonons can be separated on the basis of the temperature
and fluence dependence of the slow time constant. The phonon-phonon
coupling usually proceeds faster at elevated sample temperatures, when
the density of final phonon states is high (33, 34). An increase in sample
temperature up to 300 K does not reveal any significant change in
ph
ph
tshort. At the same time, tlong, obtained from a single-exponential fitting
of the SL peak intensity, remains the same only at low temperatures
but, at 300 K, has dropped to 2.5 ± 0.2 ps as shown in Fig. 3A. It was
previously suggested (13) that the lattice dynamics even at high excitation densities can be affected by the superconducting electronic state.
However, our data show that the slow time constant is independent
ph
of Tc. The observed behavior of tlong indicates that the slow process is
likely dominated by the anharmonic phonon-phonon decay rather than
electron-phonon coupling, which would show much weaker variation
with sample temperature (35). A similar trend was observed for Bi-2212
c-axis dynamics at certain excitation geometries (13) and in the previous
tr-ARPES experiment (4). Analogous behavior is observed for the hot
optical phonon decay in graphite (36) and carbon nanotubes (37).
The study of the c-axis dynamics (12) revealed sensitivity of the
temporal lattice response to the direction of pump polarization. However, we did not observe such dependence for ab plane atomic dynamics at either 30 or 300 K temperature. Changing the pump photon
energy to 4.65 eV does not change the temporal lattice response either
(Supplementary Materials). This agrees with the picture of energy redistribution within electronic systems during much shorter time scales
ph
than tlong .
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MeV-UED experiments exceed the superconducting gap evaporation threshold (38, 39), thus bringing the system to the normal metal
state. Above this threshold, the dependence of the quasi-particle relaxation rate on the lattice temperatures and the laser fluence observed for
low-density excitations (40–43) saturates. In the 2.7 to 10.7 mJ/cm2 exph
citation range, tlong is observed to be constant as shown in Fig. 3B.
ph
Similarly, tlong, measured with tr-ARPES, does not vary with the fluence
(Supplementary Materials), which again confirms that the phononphonon decay, independent of the electron density of states, plays the
most important role at the slow time scale.
Turning to the behavior of the fast time constant with laser fluence,
ph
we observe that tshort is resolution-limited for all measured fluences
el
and that tshort found in tr-ARPES is fluence-independent as shown in
Fig. 3C. This suggests that the N-temperature model with coupling time
proportional to the electron temperature is not applicable here because
one would expect any effective temperature to scale with pump fluence.
The same observation has also been demonstrated for other cuprates
(8, 20, 41) in a wide range of excitations, which led to suggestion that
a nonlinear model should be considered (20). The independence of the
temporal response for the cuprates in the normal state on the pump
fluence facilitates comparison of the data obtained from the tr-ARPES
and MeV-UED experiments despite the unavoidable difference in excitation densities.
Determination of the phonon characteristic time scales
through analysis of inelastic electron scattering
Although we have established that the slow time constants correspond
to phonon-phonon coupling, the above data cannot determine how
the energy redistributes among different phonon branches. Additional
momentum-resolved information about the lattice dynamics can be obtained via the analysis of thermal diffuse scattering (TDS) (44), that is,
the scattering of electrons by phonons, which is measured as diffuse
intensities in between Bragg and SL peaks and is inversely proportional
to the phonon energy.
The TDS intensity is much weaker than that of the Bragg and SL
peaks, and its change due to photoexcitation can be best seen in the
differential images. Figure 4 (A to C) shows the difference between the
diffraction patterns obtained from the sample at certain time delays and
Konstantinova et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaap7427
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before arrival of the pump pulse. Each image is obtained by binning
the data with 1-ps windows (10 time steps) to achieve better statistics.
At +0.5-ps delay, the increase of the TDS intensity is weak as would be
expected from high-energy phonon modes, involving motion of the
light atoms. By +2.5 ps, the TDS intensity is much stronger and is dominated by the isotropic diffuse background. By +5.5 ps, the intensity
increases still further (Fig. 4C), and, from Fig. 4D, a streak pattern starts
to form on top of the diffuse background. As described in Materials and
Methods, these streaks are formed by acoustic phonons with correlated
atomic motion along <110> crystallographic directions, whereas the diffuse background is formed by optical phonons.
We identify the difference in time scale of the TDS intensity buildup
due to optical and acoustic phonons, as shown in Fig. 4F. The intensity
integrated over 44 17 × 17–pixel windows outside the streaks, influenced by optical branches, shows a time constant of 3.1 ± 0.3 ps when
fitted with a single-exponential function. Note that only the optical
phonons of the lowest energies, such as superstructure-associated amplitude branches (45) at 28 and 47 cm−1, dominate the diffuse isotropic
signal according to Eq. 4 in Materials and Methods. To obtain information about the buildup of acoustic phonons, we subtracted the above
intensity from the signal, integrated over the same number of nearby
windows along the streaks, which reflect scattering by both optical and
acoustic phonons. A single-exponential growth fit produces the time
constant of 9.5 ± 1.0 ps for the well-defined acoustic waves in the crystal.
When integrated over symmetrical points of the Brillouin zone, the TDS
intensity dynamics (Supplementary Materials) follow a single-exponential
ph
growth curve with a time constant coinciding with tlong , meaning that
ph
tlong reflects the rise of the atomic displacements due to all low-energy
phonons combined.
The TDS analysis directly shows that phonons of higher energy are
populated faster than those with lower energies. This explains the two to
ph
eight times difference betweentellong and bothtlong and the time scale of
the c-axis lattice dynamics (12) that are also slower than tellong. In the case
when the energy relaxation rate of the phonon subsystem is governed by
multiple phonon-phonon interactions, the tr-ARPES is more sensitive
to the upper phonon branches that are generated first by the decay of
the hot phonons, which, in turn, dissipates excess electronic energy,
whereas diffraction mainly picks up the slowly populating lower
5 of 11
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Fig. 3. Temperature and fluence dependence of electron and lattice dynamics. Values of long time constants tph
long are extracted from the MeV-UED as function of
sample temperature (A) and laser fluence (B). The dependence indicates that the phonon population growth after +0.5 ps is dominated by phonon-phonon anharmonic decay and not by electron-phonon coupling. (C) Values of the short time constants extracted from the tr-ARPES experimental data and given in the studies of
Perfetti et al. (4), Dal Conte et al. (11), and Dakovski et al. (25) as a function of pump laser fluence. The difference in values for the same fluence is more likely attributed
to sample variation from cleave to cleave. Gray lines in (B) and (C) are guides to the eye.
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(D) share the same range of intensities, color-coded according to the scale on the left. (E) Scheme of energy transfer between electronic and phonon systems upon
photoexcitation. The purple curve represents the schematic evolution of the characteristic time scales of the phonon buildup as a function of the phonon energy. (F) Intensity
dynamics of TDS of the low-energy optical (blue) and acoustic (red) phonons. The solid lines are single-exponential growth fits. (G) Intensity distribution of TDS due to the
acoustic phonons calculated with Eqs. 4 and 5.

branches that produce larger displacements or involve heavy atoms
with high scattering power.
The growth rate of phonon population
ph
The observed tshort is one order of magnitude smaller than the time
measured for incoherent phonon population growth in normal metals
(46–48). However, it is comparable to the time scale of the increase in
strongly coupled optical phonon modes in graphene (27) and graphite
(49). To verify whether the hot phonon population can grow on the
100-fs scale, we consider a theoretical simulation of an interacting
electron-phonon system using a nonequilibrium Keldysh approach
(50). The calculations consist of a tight-binding system of electrons
coupled to a bath of Einstein phonons. The system is excited by a short
pump pulse that directly deposits energy into the electrons by driving a
current. The energy is subsequently transferred to the phonons until a
balance is achieved between the electrons and the phonon bath (51).
This naturally leads to a nontrivial time dependence of the deposited
electron energy, that is, an exponential decay with a constant rate does
not capture the physics.
Figure 5A shows the average phonon displacement <X2>, the change
in the electron population DN, and energy DEel above EF as a function of
time. The probe resolution of the simulation is chosen to be the same as
in the experiments to provide an illustrative comparison. Previously, it
was argued that the rate of energy transfer is the determining factor in
the electron system’s return to equilibrium (7). To show that this remains the case when the phonon degrees of freedom are affected (the
<X2> increased), we assume that the data can be modeled (at each
point in time) with a decaying exponential and extract the decay rates
t−1, which are plotted in Fig. 5B. The growth rate of the phonons eventually matches the decay rate of the excess energy in the electronic system,
indicating that the phonon population dynamics are also determined
by the rate of energy transfer between the electrons and phonons. ConKonstantinova et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaap7427
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sequently, the growth of the phonon population occurs on the same
time scale as the electron energy equilibration. This provides theoretical
confirmation for the intuitive relationship between the lattice and electron time scales observed experimentally.

DISCUSSION

The present study allows us to reconstruct the picture of the redistribution of excess energy, deposited by the laser, from electrons to the
lattice and within the phonon system in strongly correlated Bi-2212.
The energy flow is illustrated in Fig. 4G. The similarity of the fast time
scales of the electron spectral weight relaxation and the atomic displacements leads to the conclusion that, within the first 400 fs, the MeV-UED
and tr-ARPES experiments observe the same process, namely, the exchange of energy between electrons and lattice. The large heat capacity
of the lattice allows for considerable heat absorption within a few hundred femtoseconds even at the very high excitation fluences applied in
the experiments. An analysis of the MeV-UED data based on the
Bloch wave calculations demonstrates that the extremely fast response
of the Bragg peaks to photoexcitation is due to the strong electron coupling to the Cu-O in-plane displacements. Because it was shown
before (7) that a limited subset of bosons in a narrow energy range
around 75 meV dominates the electron dynamics at 100-fs time scale,
it is reasonable to ascribe the observed motion of Cu and O to the Cu-O
in-plane bond stretching phonons that have the same energy (52). Our
calculations show that a single phonon mode is populated at a 100-fs
scale while removing energy from the electron subsystem. This selective
coupling creates a highly nonthermal distribution of phonons, with
most of the deposited energy concentrated into one or several hot phonon branches. Through temperature and fluence dependence of the
lattice response, we have shown that coupling of electrons to other
branches is weak and is overrun by an anharmonic decay of the hot
6 of 11
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phonons. The subpicosecond time scale of the electron coupling to
the hot phonons is independent of excitation fluence, which was
confirmed by directly monitoring the evolution of electronic subsystem in the present work and previous experiments (8, 20, 41, 53)
for other cuprates. The observation contradicts the N-temperature
model and confirms that electron-lattice energy exchange upon photoexcitation in high-Tc cuprates, even for the normal state, is different
from that in conventional metals where the two-temperature model
is applicable, whereas more advanced models (54, 55) have also been
suggested. Lack of dependence on the pump fluence for the short time
scale likely arises from the fact that the hot phonons populate, while the
electronic system remains in a nonequilibrium state, similar to that observed (14) for superconducting YBCO.
The energy initially accumulated in a few (or even a single) highenergy optical branches later redistributes through anharmonic phononphonon coupling at different rates among the optical branches of lower
energies and acoustic phonons, which subsequently further decay before
reaching the final thermal equilibrium. During this process, the energy
flows from the Cu-O plane toward other atomic layers due to population
of out-of-plane vibrations, which proceeds (13) on a time scale comph
ph
parable to the difference between tlong and tshort , and transverse
branches propagating along the c axis. Slow population of lower-energy
phonons creates the bottleneck regime, where electrons and hot phonons store equal amounts of energy. The last step of the lattice thermalization process, proceeding with the characteristic time scale of 10 ps,
is the formation of the acoustic waves with atomic motion along the
<110> crystal directions. It is these waves that give rise to the streak
pattern in the diffraction. We explain the mismatch betweentellong and
ph
tlong by the sensitivity of the techniques to the different stages of the
energy redistribution process. The difference in the characteristic
slow time scales for LSCO measured by time-resolved x-ray diffraction
(15) and optical reflectivity (20) also fits this picture because x-ray diffraction, similar to electron diffraction, is more sensitive to low-energy
phonons, which produce larger atomic displacements than higherenergy branches. The fluence independence of the time response along
with the sensitivity to the phonons of different energies helps to explain
the huge mismatch of the electron-phonon coupling constants in cuprates previously extracted from time-resolved x-ray diffraction (15) and
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tr-ARPES (4) through the use of the three-temperature model. Our
MeV-UED results show that the higher-energy phonon branches populate faster than the lower-energy ones, an indication that phonons do
not obey the Bose-Einstein distribution for 10 ps after the photoexcitation. Thus, at this time scale, the concept of lattice temperature is not
well defined even if the hot phonons are considered as a separate
thermal bath.
In conclusion, the combination of MeV-UED and tr-APRES techniques has been applied to study the nonequilibrium dynamics in the
strongly correlated Bi-2212. The comparison of electronic and lattice
responses and analysis based on the Bloch wave calculations and
momentum-resolved examination of the TDS intensity allows for the
determination of the energy flow path from the photon absorption
by electrons to the formation of the acoustic phonons, while the system comes to a quasi-equilibrium. The Cu–O bond stretching in-plane
phonons are identified as high-energy optical branches involved in the
electron relaxation on the 100- to 400-fs time scale. The fast buildup
of the optical branches and the slow buildup of acoustic branches indicate a nonthermal phonon distribution along the path, which, together
with other arguments, questions the validity of the N-temperature
model for a quantitative analysis of the nonequilibrium dynamics in
the cuprates. The integrated approach separates the role of the lattice from
other many-body excitations in the electron relaxation and can be beneficial for studying other strongly correlated systems where such separation is essential. Although the present study provides the experimental
data revealing the nonequilibrium redistribution of excess energy in
strongly correlated systems such as the cuprates and yields a qualitative
picture of the electron-lattice interactions, it does not establish the quantitative connection between observed unconventional system dynamics
and static material properties, for example, electron-phonon coupling
and superconductivity. Further theoretical development in that field is
necessary.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation
The tr-APRES and UED experiments were performed on single crystals
of optimally doped Bi-2212 (Tc = 91 K). Results presented are from
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Fig. 5. Theoretical prediction of electron and lattice dynamics. (A) Time evolution of excited electron population DN, averaged phonon displacement squared <X2>,
and electron excess energy DEel above EF obtained by the simulations shows that the electron and the lattice dynamics happen on the same time scale. (B) Dynamics
rates, extracted from exponential fit of the data in (A) at every time point, as functions of time for the parameters presented in (A). The simulations show that the rate of
the phonon population growth is governed by the rate of the energy exchange between the electron and the phonon. The energy exchange at the subpicosecond
time scale is limited to the Cu-O plane, highlighted in the inset.
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samples obtained from a single batch grown by the floating zone
method. Tc was confirmed in all cases by superconducting quantum
interference device magnetometry. Samples used for tr-ARPES (about
1 mm2, 0.5 mm thick) were cleaved in situ by the top post method near
the lower lattice equilibrium temperature of ~110 K, in a base vacuum
of 5 × 10−11 mbar. Although tr-ARPES measurements from two
samples are presented here, they are typical of results from a number
of measurements.
For MeV-UED experiments, flakes with an average thickness around
100 nm (determined with electron energy loss spectroscopy) were exfoliated from a single crystal using Scotch tape and placed on molybdenum grids after dissolving the tape in acetone. Penetration length of
the 1.55 eV measured with ellipsometry was 109 to 116 nm depending
on the light polarization. The laser beam was focused down to 300-mm
root mean square (RMS) on the sample, and the electron beam size was
70-mm RMS. Consequently, the samples were uniformly excited in the
probed volume.

Data analysis
For MeV-UED experiments, the time constants for the Bragg peaks
were extracted from a biexponential decay fit

DI=I 0 ¼ Aph exp

t
ph

tshort

!

0

!
1

0

þ Bph @exp@

1

1

t A
 1A ð2Þ
ph

tlong

The time constant for the SL peaks was extracted with a singleexponential decay.
For tr-ARPES, the data were fitted with the equation
!
!!
t
t
IðtÞ¼Gðt; sÞ ⊗ qðtÞ Ael exp el
þBel exp el
þ I0
tshort
tlong

ð3Þ

where I(t) and I0 are photoelectron intensities at time delay t and
before arrival of the pump pulse, respectively, G(t,s) is the Gaussian
profile of experimental pump-probe cross-correlation with full width at
half maximum s = 100 fs, and q(−t) is the Heaviside function. s was
determined from the photoelectron intensity dynamics at energies
around 1.5 eV.
tr-ARPES measurements
As described in earlier work (7, 19), pump pulses of 800-nm wavelength
and 40-fs duration, at 250-kHz repetition rate, were produced by a
Coherent RegA 9040 regenerative Ti:Sapphire amplifier. The 200-nm
Konstantinova et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaap7427
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TDS analysis
For megaelectron volt electrons in thin samples, where the probability
of multiple inelastic scattering of electrons is relatively low (Supplementary Materials), the TDS intensity can be directly related to the phonon
populations at the same scattering vector (even for the case of multiple
elastic scattering) and the pattern of TDS can be predicted from kinematical approximation. According to the first-order kinematical
approximation (59), at every point q = (qa,qb) of the reciprocal space,
the intensity of the TDS pattern, which is the incoherent sum over all
atomic oscillations, depends on the phonon frequency wj and the population nj of each jth phonon mode
I TDS ðqÞe∑
j



1
1
nj ðqÞ þ jF j ðqÞj2
wj ðqÞ
2

ð4Þ

where Fj(q) is the one-phonon structure factor
F j ðqÞ ¼

N

at
expðBj;m q2 Þðq⋅eqK ;j;m ÞeiK ⋅r
∑ pfﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m

m¼1

m

m

q

q

m

ð5Þ

The sum is over all atoms m. f mat are the atomic scattering factors
(29); mm are atomic masses; Bj,m are the phonon-specific Debye-Waller
factors that are inversely proportional to mm; eqK q ;j;m is the polarization
vector, associated with the mth atom; Kq is the nearest reciprocal lattice
vector to q; and rm is the atomic position within the unit cell. From Eq. 5,
the scattering is dominated by Bi, the heaviest element in the unit cell,
because of the large atomic scattering factor and small Debye-Waller
factor.
From Eq. 4, the phonons may leave specific imprints in the diffraction pattern. In the case of optical phonons, whose energy almost does
not change with q approaching zero, only a diffuse background is
expected, agreeing with what was observed at +2.5-ps delay. Acoustic
branches, on the other hand, can form sharp streaks because their frequencies tend to zero at small q. In the case of acoustic phonons, the
polarization eqK q ;j;m ¼ ej is independent of the atom. Using analogy
with the monoatomic case and the unit cell parameters b ≈ a, the phonon dispersion within a single Brillouin zone can be approximated as
w2± ðqÞ ¼ asin2 ðpa=2 ðqa ± qb ÞÞ þ bsin2 ðpa=2 ðqa ∓ qb ÞÞ, where a and b
are material-specific parameters, related to the force constants
 pﬃﬃﬃbetween
atoms and atomic masses. The polarization vectors are e± ¼ 1 2ð1; ±1Þ.
Calculation of the intensity, generated by the phonons with these frequencies, using Eqs. 4 and 5 and the crystal parameters from the neutron
diffraction data (30) demonstrates (Fig. 4E) that the streaks are expected
along the 〈110〉 directions—the same as observed in the experiment.
The phonon population is considered as constant because it does not
determine the direction of the streaks. Multiple scattering, effect of
beam convergence, and convolution with the SL peaks—omitted in the
above calculations—affect the intensity and the width of the streaks but
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Crystal structure
Bi-2212 has a centrosymmetric NBbmb=11 1 symmetry with the
following unit cell parameters (30): a = 5.401 Å, b = 5.397 Å, and c =
30.78 Å. The lattice exhibits an incommensurate modulation (56) with
the wave vector k* = 0.21b* + c*, where b* and c* are reciprocal lattice
unit vectors. The reason for the modulation is reported to be the mismatch between Bi–O and Cu–O bond length (57), which leads to displacements of all the atoms from their average positions, with atoms in the
Bi-O plane being shifted mainly along the b direction and atoms in the
Cu-O plane moved along the c axis. Thus, a small dependence of the ab
plane SL peaks on the Cu and O displacements is anticipated. Atoms in
the Bi-O plane have the largest influence on the SL peak intensities.

probe beam was produced as the fourth harmonic of part of the RegA’s
800-nm fundamental using nonlinear crystals (4). The pump-probe
cross-correlation was determined to be 100 fs at the sample surface.
Photoelectron spectra with an overall energy resolution of 55 meV, set
by the bandwidth of the laser pulses, were recorded using both angleintegrating time-of-flight (TOF) and position-sensitive TOF (pTOF)
(58) electron spectrometers. The momentum resolution of the pTOF
was 0.0025 Å−1, and the angular acceptance of the TOF was ±3°.
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not their directions (44). Consequently, the acoustic phonons with
correlated atomic motion along <110> crystal directions explain the
formation of the streaks in Fig. 4D. Note that, although the Bi atoms
dominate the signal, their motion is nevertheless indicative of the total
occupation of the acoustic phonons because those involve the whole
crystal.
Growth rate simulation
We simulated the time evolution of the coupled electron-phonon system subjected to a temporal laser pump field. The electrons reside in the
two-dimensional tight-binding band with the (next) nearest-neighbor
hopping strengths (t0) t and the chemical potential m. The energy of
the band is given by
eðkÞ ¼ 2tðcosðkx Þ þ cosðky ÞÞ þ 4t 0 cosðkx Þcosðky Þ  m

ð6Þ

AðtÞ ¼

F max
sinðwp tÞexp
wp

ðt  t 0 Þ2

2s2p

!
ð7Þ

where e and c are the electron charge and the speed of light. The pump
field with sp = 10 fs width and centered at t0 = 0 has the strength Fmax =
0.75 eV and frequency wp = 0.5 eV.
The simulations are based on the evaluation of the Dyson equation
for the electron and phonon propagators Gck(t,t′) and Dck(t,t′), respectively. The interactions were treated through the self-consistent Born
approximation for both electrons and phonons. The electron energy
was obtained from the lesser propagators as
Eel ¼ i∑ lim

∂

k t’→t ∂t

G<
k ðt; t′Þ

ð8Þ

and the phonon energy was derived in a similar way.
The population of electrons above EF was also obtained from the
lesser Green’s function
DNðtÞ ¼ i ∑ G<
k ðt; tÞ
k>kF

ð9Þ

<X2> is found via similar derivatives of the phonon propagator (60)

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/4/4/eaap7427/DC1
note S1. Bragg and SL intensity dynamics up to 55-ps delay
note S2. Fluence dependence of tel
long
note S3. MeV-UED measurements with 4.65-eV pump
note S4. Validity of single inelastic scattering for the TDS analysis
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directed along the diagonal in momentum space
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